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We design and manufacture material
handling systems for filling, unloading,
blending, weighing, conveying, and
storing dry bulk solids.

Smart Solutions to
Keep You Moving!

MATERIAL STORAGE SOLUTIONS
Empowering processors and manufacturers with versatile and robust
in-plant storage solutions, Ensign’s Surge Bins and Porta-Stors
prevent contamination of valuable dry bulk solids while utilizing minimal
floor space and ensuring optimal material flow into downstream
processes. With stationary and portable options, Ensign offers
standard storage solutions from 10cuft to over 400cuft of holding
capacity that can be easily integrated into existing and new material
handling systems.

GAYLORD BOX DUMPERS
Ensign Equipment is the industry’s leading manufacturer of controlled
container discharging solutions. Our robust Container Dumpers are
designed to handle gaylords, drums, carts, bales, totes, bins, and
many other containers. Manufactured for the most challenging of
applications and environments, these dumpers are designed with lift
capacities up to 6,000 lbs. and discharge heights up to 15 ft. Ensign’s
Box Dumpers can easily be paired with any combination of safety and
automation options, making these bulk container discharging systems
a safe and efficient way to introduce a consistent material supply into
any processing line.

BULK CONTAINER FILLERS
Ensign container filling systems are proven to provide material manufacturers,
recyclers, and packagers accurate and repeatable filling of a wide range of
container types. These filling solutions are designed to fill gaylords, bulk bags
(FIBCs), drums, totes, and custom containers with pellets, flakes, granules,
and/or powders. Modular mechanical and control designs enable customers
to select a filling system at any complexity and automation level to meet their
specific process and budget requirements. Intuitive and ergonomic operator
stations give optimal control over the entire filling system, maximizing
operator safety and throughput efficiency without sacrificing accuracy.

MIXING & BLENDING EQUIPMENT
Improving production lines for processors and manufacturers,
Ensign’s mixing and blending solutions deliver complete homogenous
blends of pellets, powders, flakes, and granules. Designed with
capacities ranging from 3cuft-1300cuft, Ensign’s blending systems
offer a robust mixing solution to anyone from a small pilot testing
lab to a full-scale production facility that requires several truckloads
of homogenized material a day. With solutions for both batch and
continuous mixing operations, Ensign can consistently deliver highquality and heavy-duty blending systems.
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BULK BAG UNLOADING
Ensign Equipment’s bulk bag unloading systems offer material
processors and manufacturers the ability to introduce primary
& additive ingredients either manually or automatically into their
process. Each Ensign bag unloading station is designed to meet
specific application requirements for the project and material
being unloaded. Stations can be equipped with dust-tight seals,
high-efficiency dust collection systems, load cells, various material
conditioning modules, and many other options to maximize production.

GAYLORD TILTERS
Gaylord Tilters are an economical and nearly labor-free method
for unloading gaylords, bins, boxes, drums, and various other rigid
containers. Ensign’s proven line of ground entry container tilters can
be operated either automatically or manually and be accompanied with
vibration and safety options to deliver continuous material supply to
the vacuum wand.

MATERIAL CONVEYING SYSTEMS
Ensign offers a multitude of conveying systems for free-flowing and
non-free-flowing dry bulk solids. A wide range of mechanical and
pneumatic conveying solutions provide manufactures and material
processors a reliable method for transferring and feeding their raw
feed stock into the production line. Our modular design practices
enable quick deployment of Screw Conveyors, Belt Conveyors, and Live
Bottom Bins to accurately convey and feed even the toughest-to-move
materials.

ACCESSORIES & COMPONENTS
No project is too large or too small; with a wide range of accessories
and conveying components, Ensign can support any size project. We
offer several stock auxiliary conveying items such as vacuum takeaway
boxes, horizontal probes, vertical vacuum wands, angel hair traps, level
switches, standard and custom alarm panels, and much more to assist
in bringing any size project to completion.
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INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
Ensign’s team of Applications and Systems Engineers are here to assist with solving even the most challenging material handling
project. By using innovative solutions which optimize operator ergonomics, machine design effectiveness & simplicity, and ease of
maintenance, Ensign’s bulk material handling systems provide quick investment payback and low total cost of ownership. These
modular solutions offer flexibility to adapt to continued growth, robust quality construction and design, and intuitive operational
control. By leveraging decades of experience in providing proven solutions and industry partnerships with the world’s leading
manufacturers, Ensign delivers complete, high-quality, integrated systems for any production floor.

SERVICE
Ensign Equipment is committed to providing high-value equipment through
superior customer service & collaboration, smart solutions, and on-time delivery
at a competitive price. For all our equipment and projects, we offer an industry
leading warranty program, remote & in-field customer support, as well as
start-up assistance. The Ensign team is focused on consistently exceeding all
expectations; each team member understands that future success relies on the
experience of current and previous customers, and that every person has an
impact on that experience.
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